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Top Stories 

• Federal inspectors found “significant performance issues” at the Fort Calhoun Nuclear 
Power Plant near Blair, Nebraska. The issues would have caused the plant to close had it 
not been shut down for refueling and flooding. – WOWT 6 Omaha (See item 9)  

• Two military helicopters collided over the California desert during nighttime training 
exercises, killing seven U.S. Marines in the latest of several similar accidents in the area in 
the past year. – Associated Press (See item 33)  
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: LOW, Cyber: LOW 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  

1. February 23, New City Patch – (New York) $50K in copper wire stolen from O&R 
substation. A load of copper wire valued at $50,000 was stolen from an Orange and 
Rockland Utilities substation in the West Nyack section of Clarkstown, New York, 
February 22, according to Clarkstown police. The wire, about 2,592 linear feet, 
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described as Okonite 750 KCMIL insulated copper wire, 600 AMP Main Feeder, was 
stored at the substation. Police said a project engineer discovered the wire was missing 
when he went to the substation. The wire was last checked at the substation January 25. 
Source: http://newcity.patch.com/articles/50k-in-copper-wire-stolen-from-o-r-
substation 

2. February 23, Denver Post – (Colorado) More than 18,000 without power; 6 schools 
closed. More than 18,000 Xcel Energy customers in Denver, Colorado were without 
power February 23 as a result of heavy wet snow. About 40 crews were working to 
restore power to customers across the state. Most of the outages were west of I-25 and 
along the foothills, from Littleton north to Boulder, a company spokesman said. Power 
outages closed six schools in Jefferson County, according to Jeffco Public Schools’ 
Twitter account. Edgewater, Scott, Red Rocks, Westgate and Slater elementary schools 
were closed February 23 as well as O’Connell Middle School. 
Source: http://www.denverpost.com/breakingnews/ci_20027088 

3. February 23, Associated Press – (West Virginia) WV probe targets foremen in 2010 
UBB mine disaster. West Virginia mine safety officials issued 253 violations in their 
investigation of the Upper Big Branch disaster and targeted 2 foremen, saying their 
failures may have exacerbated the explosion that killed 29 men. The violations are 
included in a report released February 23 by the state office of miners’ health, safety 
and training. The report comes the day after federal prosecutors charged the mine’s 
former superintendent with fraud and signaled they are going after other Massey 
employees, likely higher up the management ladder. The state’s conclusions about the 
cause of the explosion largely mirror those of previous reports: The machine cutting 
through sandstone to reach the coal created the heat or spark that methane needed to 
ignite. Broken water sprayers then failed to stop the fireball from turning into a much 
more powerful series of explosions fueled by coal dust. The state’s report said two 
foremen repeatedly failed to clean conveyor belts and apply rock dust to certain areas 
in the mine from December 2009 until the explosion on April 5, 2010. Mine operators 
use pulverized limestone to cover and neutralize highly explosive coal dust. One of the 
“most disturbing facts” investigators said they learned was the failure to treat one side 
of the longwall mining machine during the 8 months it operated. Some 5,400 feet of the 
6,700-foot-long coal panel was mined between September 2009 and April 2010 
“without any record of rock dust being applied,” the report said. 
Source: http://www.statejournal.com/story/17001807/wv-probe-targets-foremen-in-
2010-ubb-mine-disaster 

4. February 22, Associated Press – (Pennsylvania) Pa. energy firm fined $185,000 for 
environmental violations, including water contamination. Pennsylvania state 
regulators fined Pittsburgh-based Catalyst Energy $185,000 February 22 for 
environmental violations that included contaminating water supplies in northwestern 
Pennsylvania. Officials saod the violations occurred at Catalyst’s oil and gas well 
operations in Forest, McKean, and Warren counties. The agency said Catalyst’s drilling 
activities contaminated 14 water supplies in Hickory Township, Forest County. 
Officials also cited the company for oil and fluid spills at some sites, and for 
discharging sediment into a local waterway. 
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Source: 
http://www.therepublic.com/view/story/85e3f44071b44d80b84e46b37a59d039/PA--
Gas-Drilling-Fine/ 

For another story, see item 17  
 
[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

5. February 23, Indiana State Police – (Indiana) Hazardous chemical spill closes I-70 
ramp. The eastbound on-ramp to Interstate 70 from U.S. 41 near Terre Haute, Indiana, 
was closed the morning of February 23 following a chemical spill. Indiana State Police, 
Terre Haute fire and police departments, and Vigo County Emergency Management 
responded. The spill happened when the driver of a flatbed trailer turned too sharply 
and two 55-gallon plastic containers of hydrochloric acid fell onto the pavement. One 
container began leaking and spilled about 15-20 gallons of acid before it was contained. 
The truck and trailer are owned by Veolia Environmental Services of Huber Heights, 
Ohio. The driver was cited for transporting loose cargo. A contractor was hired to clean 
up the spill. Police expected the ramp to reopen by late morning or 4 hours after it was 
closed. 
Source: http://tribstar.com/latest/x2054913132/Hazardous-chemical-spill-closes-I-70-
ramp 

6. February 23, WWL 4 New Orleans – (Louisiana) Interstate in Slidell reopened after 
crash caused by driver going in reverse. A crash closed parts of interstate highways 
at the junction of I-10, I-12, and I-59 near Slidell, Louisiana February 22, according to 
the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, as officials cleaned up a 
hazardous material that spilled. The roadway was reopened by the morning of February 
23. The crash happened when a tanker truck coming from a Chalmette refinery spilled 
weakened caustic soda. State police said the accident was caused when a car missed an 
exit, tried backing up in the parking lane and then swerved in front of the truck. The 
driver of the car and a passenger were injured, as was the driver of the tanker. All three 
were taken to the hospital. State police said a transfer truck was brought in to offload 
the remaining cargo. 
Source: http://www.wwltv.com/home/Crash-closes-I-10-East-near-Slidell-
140017483.html 

7. February 22, WTAE 4 Pittsburgh – (Pennsylvania) $160,000 fine issued for chemical 
dump In Monroeville. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) fined a firm $160,000 for disposing of “an excess amount of a herbicide-
pesticide-fertilizer mixture” into a Monroeville, Pennsylvania stream in June 2010, 
WTAE 4 Pittsburgh reported February 22. The company, EG Systems, is based in Ohio 
and does business in the Pittsburgh area as Scotts Lawn Service. The DEP said a 
worker set up a siphon system that ran from a holding tank at the Monroeville facility 
to an outside gutter downspout drain, which empties into a storm sewer that discharges 
into a tributary of Thompson Run. He drained a 5-gallon mixture to test the system one 
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day, and then drained 800-1,000 gallons of the mixture the next day. Neighbors 
complained about an odor coming from the storm sewer, but officials did not find the 
source until the second day when the employee drained the higher volume of mixture. 
EG hired an environmental contractor to clean up the chemicals. The worker agreed 
with the attorney general’s office to serve 2 years probation, pay a $2,500 fine, and 
complete 40 hours of community service. 
Source: http://www.wtae.com/r/30517615/detail.html 

For more stories, see items 4 and 19  
 
[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

8. February 22, Oswego Palladium-Times – (New York) Repairs to leaky valve 
continue at Nine Mile Nuclear Station. Repairs were continuing as expected after a 
leaky valve was detected February 19 at Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Unit 1, in 
Scriba, New York, the Oswego Palladium-Times reported February 22. A Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission spokesman confirmed February 22 that the Nine Mile Point 
Unit 1 reactor remained shut down for repair work for a leak on a containment 
building’s isolation valve. “The isolation valve would be among those used to ‘isolate’ 
or seal off the containment building in the event of accident,” he said. Operators at 
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Unit 1 shut down the plant’s reactor after detecting 
increased water in the plant’s containment system caused by the leaky valve. 
Source: http://palltimes.com/articles/2012/02/22/news/doc4f459fabe4fe6759723397.txt 

9. February 22, WOWT 6 Omaha – (Nebraska) ‘Significant performance issues’ at 
OPPD’s Fort Calhoun Plant. According to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), there were “significant performance issues” at the Omaha Public Power 
District’s (OPPD) Fort Calhoun Nuclear Power Plant near Blair, Nebraska, WOWT 6 
Omaha reported February 22. Although all involved stated the plant is safe, new issues 
surfaced as the OPPD worked to bring the plant back online. A 2011 flood shut down 
the plant, but did not compromise its operations. However, in the early days of the 
flooding, there was a fire in a breaker room. It brought the NRC in and inspectors 
discovered many performance issues, dating back long before the fire or the flood. 
Inspectors said that if Fort Calhoun had not already been offline, it would have been 
shut down based on what they found. One of the commissioners said it appears there is 
a problem with “safety culture” within the OPPD. The NRC’s regional public affairs 
spokesman said the OPPD is still evaluating the breadth of the performance problems, 
noting the plant could be subject to more oversight from the NRC. He also said Fort 
Calhoun will not be able to restart until that is complete. 
Source: 
http://www.wowt.com/news/headlines/Significant_Performance_Issues_at_OPPDs_For
t_Calhoun_Plant_140056253.html 

[Return to top]  
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Critical Manufacturing Sector 

10. February 23, KCPQ 13 Seattle – (International) Nissan recalls 250,000 cars 
worldwide. Nissan Motor Company said February 23 it was recalling about 250,000 
vehicles globally, to correct a flaw with fuel sensors that can result in leaks. The recall 
covers seven different models equipped with “direct injection type engine,” including 
the Nissan Serena, Juke, Patrol, Tiida, and Micra. The Infiniti QX56 SUV and M56 
luxury sedan were also named in the recall. Nissan said it was not aware of any 
accidents or injuries related to the flaw. The company said it found the “fuel rail 
pressure sensor’s tension may decrease over time.” As a result, fuel leakage may occur 
in a worst-case scenario. 
Source: http://www.q13fox.com/news/kcpq-nissan-recalls-250000-cars-worldwide-
20120223,0,1467035.story?track=rss 

11. February 22, U.S. Department of Labor – (Georgia) U.S. Department of Labor’s 
OSHA cites Price Industries for safety and health violations at Georgia 
manufacturing plant. The U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) February 22 proposed $53,300 in penalties against air 
distribution products manufacturer Price Industries Inc. after identifying 13 safety and 
health violations at the company’s Suwanee, Georgia plant. The agency’s October 2011 
inspection was initiated in response to a complaint. Three serious health violations 
included failing to provide: personal protective equipment to workers handling 
hydrofluoric acid, a highly corrosive chemical; an emergency shower and an 
emergency eyewash station for employees required to work with corrosive materials; 
an emergency response plan in the event of an accidental release of corrosive materials. 
Six safety violations and four other-than-serious health violations were also cited. 
Source: 
http://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=NEWS_RELEAS
ES&p_id=21861 

12. February 22, U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission – (National) Meijer recalls 
Touch Point fan heaters due to fire, shock hazards. The U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission, in cooperation with Meijer Inc., February 22 announced a 
voluntary recall of about 6,102 Touch Point Forced Air Heaters. Consumers should 
stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed. Exposed and 
unshielded electrical components can cause the heater to overheat and melt, posing fire 
and shock hazards. Meijer received one report of a unit’s base burning, melting, and 
damaging the carpet beneath it. No injuries have been reported. The heaters were sold 
in Meijer stores in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, and Ohio. 
Source: http://www.cpsc.gov/cpscpub/prerel/prhtml12/12115.html 

[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
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[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

13. February 23, Newark Star-Ledger – (New Jersey) 8 people accused of bank fraud for 
alleged stolen check scheme. An alleged 26-month scheme that hinged on a U.S. letter 
carrier lifting boxes of blank checks from people’s mail and funneling them to eight 
accomplices who illegally converted the checks into hundreds of thousands of dollars 
appears to have come crashing down, prosecutors said February 22. Federal prosecutors 
charged six men and two women from Union, Newark, and Irvington, New Jersey, with 
conspiracy to commit bank fraud. According to authorities, the scheme was so 
successful the defendants deposited about $1.5 million in fraudulent checks stolen from 
122 victims into 258 different bank accounts, between December 2009 and February 
2012. The result, authorities allege, was $625,000 in losses. The defendants and co-
conspirators “would endorse those checks for certain sums, usually under $5,000” and 
deposit them into legitimate accounts they opened at victims’ banks. The defendants 
would then withdraw the funds before the victims discovered their checks had been 
stolen and/or the banks discovered the checks were fraudulently endorsed, an attorney 
said. The banks involved included TD Bank, Bank of America, Capital One Bank, 
Garden State Community Bank, Hudson City Savings Bank, PNC Bank, and Valley 
National Bank. In all, 27 bank branches were involved, authorities said. 
Source: 
http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2012/02/8_people_accused_of_bank_fraud.html 

14. February 23, Charlotte Observer – (National) 4 more indicted in Black Diamond 
Ponzi scheme case. A grand jury in Charlotte, North Carolina, indicted four more men 
charged with operating the $40 million Black Diamond Ponzi scheme, the Charlotte 
Observer reported February 23. The indictment alleges the men falsely claimed they 
were operating a legitimate hedge fund called Black Diamond. According to the 
government, the group solicited money from investors, using false and fraudulent 
claims about Black Diamond and the hedge funds they purported to run. Black 
Diamond eventually collapsed without paying out any money, but the conspirators 
continued to bring in new investors to pay off old investors and to support their own 
lifestyles, according to the government. The men are all charged with four counts 
related to an investment fraud conspiracy. The indictment also says that, as Black 
Diamond began collapsing, the defendants and others created a new Ponzi scheme with 
a separate Ponzi account that one of them administered. The accused men then used 
money from new victims to make payments to people involved in the Black Diamond 
scheme and fund their lifestyles. 
Source: http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2012/02/23/3038122/4-more-indicted-in-
black-diamond.html 

15. February 22, KTVZ 21 Bend – (Oregon) Desert Sun co-founder pleads guilty to $19 
million scam. The co-founder and chief executive officer (CEO) of now-defunct 
Desert Sun Development, pleaded guilty to a variety of federal mortgage and loan fraud 
charges arising out of the collapse of his company, including conspiracy, bank fraud, 
and money laundering, prosecutors said February 22. He entered the pleas February 21 
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before a U.S. district judge in Oregon. From 2004 through 2008, the company built 
homes and commercial property in Oregon. According to the indictments, Desert Sun 
principals and other defendants caused financial institutions to lose more than $19 
million. Court documents say the CEO and others knowingly submitted fraudulent 
documents, including false financial statements, to various banks to obtain financing to 
develop and construct many commercial projects. Once the loans were approved, the 
CEO and others submitted additional false documents, including fictitious contracts and 
invoices, to the banks to obtain loan proceeds for construction costs claimed to be 
associated with the fraudulent documents. Six defendants who are charged in related 
cases previously pleaded guilty and are pending sentencing. Five others are due to go 
on trial September 5. 
Source: http://www.ktvz.com/news/30518426/detail.html 

[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

16. February 23, KHON 2 Honolulu – (Hawaii) Honolulu Airport power outage causes 
75 flight delays. A February 21 power outage at the inter-island terminal at Honolulu 
International Airport on the island of Oahu, Hawaii, caused major delays for Hawaiian 
Airlines’ neighbor island flights. In all, 75 flights were affected on every island after 
security doors that provide access to jetways would not open for 3 hours. State crews 
were conducting a monthly test of the emergency generator when it malfunctioned and 
caused an outage. The emergency generator immediately kicked in but the system does 
not power everything in the terminal, including doors that require security card keys. 
“We had access to jet-ways starting at about 7:15 this morning so that’s a full two 
hours after we started operating so all those first flights were delayed and that has a 
domino affect throughout the day,” an official said. “Most flights have been delayed 
about 30 minutes but we’ve had some extended delays one flight was delayed for two-
and-a-half hours.” Hawaiian Airlines caught up with flights about 13 hours after the 
power went out. 
Source: http://www.khon2.com/news/local/story/Honolulu-Airport-power-outage-
causes-75-flight/vYFNDBY2C0SAmLYFumz9GA.cspx 

17. February 23, Associated Press – (Colorado) High winds, winter weather delay 
flights in Denver. Strong gusts February 22 delayed flights arriving in Denver for part 
of the day, downed power lines and trees, and fueled two wildland fires in Boulder 
County. Xcel Energy Inc. reported about 33,000 customers mostly in the west Denver 
area lost power, and said service may not return until February 24 or possibly later. 
Colorado Springs also was dealing with downed trees and power lines. For part of the 
day, flights arriving at Denver International Airport could only approach from the west 
as winds gusted up to 40 mph. That delayed arrivals an average of 1.5 hours before the 
wind shifted, allowing the airport to use all of its runways for takeoffs and landings. A 
gust of 88 mph was recorded near Boulder, where crews were repairing downed power 
poles and lines, and a tree fell on a parked car. 
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/high-winds-winter-weather-delay-flights-denver-
224552525.html 
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18. February 23, Portsmouth Herald – (New Hampshire) Marine officials investigating 
tugboat mishap. Marine safety investigators said February 22 it remained unclear what 
caused the tugboat Miss Stacy to strike Memorial Bridge in Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire, and take on water. A lieutenant of the Marine Safety Detachment said an 
investigation into the incident could last another 30 days. A preliminary investigation 
showed the hull of the tugboat was never breached, meaning the vessel did not flood 
from underneath the water line, he said. The cause of the February 21 incident could 
have been a combination of factors, but he added one potential reason could be how the 
Miss Stacy was positioned while working with a barge underneath the bridge. The 
outgoing tide could have played a role, he said. 
Source: 
http://www.seacoastonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120223/NEWS/2022304
04/-1/NEWSMAP 

19. February 23, San Francisco Chronicle – (California) Police find 49 homemade 
bombs in Sonoma County car. A Sebastopol, California man stopped for traffic 
violations was arrested after a Sonoma County sheriff’s deputy found more than four 
dozen homemade bombs in his car, authorities said. The man was driving when he was 
pulled over by a deputy for two unspecified vehicle-code violations. He was found to 
have a suspended license and taken into custody. While searching the car, the deputy 
found 49 handmade destructive devices, each bigger than a standard firecracker. 
Investigators obtained a search warrant for the driver’s home. They uncovered more 
homemade bombs, fuses, and what appeared to be gunpowder, authorities said. 
Deputies confiscated several rifles and handguns.The man was booked at Sonoma 
County Jail on suspicion of possession of destructive devices, possession of material to 
make destructive devices, and driving on a suspended license. 
Source: http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2012/02/23/BAVO1NBFD3.DTL 

20. February 22, WBZ 4 Boston – (National) Network failure knocks out cell phones, 
communication at Logan air traffic centers. A network failure is believed to be 
responsible for knocking out communication between two Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) satellite centers in the northeast for about 2 hours February 22 
and forcing air traffic controllers to switch to back-up systems. A FAA spokesperson 
said the failure, initially believed to have been caused by a broken or severed cable, 
caused a disruption of some lines the FAA uses to communicate between the Boston 
TRACON center in Merrimack, New Hampshire, and the Boston Center in Nashua. 
The FAA said the issue did not affect communication with pilots, and that air traffic 
control systems switched to back-up radio frequencies without any interruption. Sprint 
confirmed a small percentage of its customers were knocked off-line for a short time, 
but were back up and running. AT&T confirmed the outage affected its customers as 
well. February 22, the Markley Group, a telecom and data center company in 
downtown Boston, said fiber optic company Sidera was responsible for the problem. A 
network server reportedly failed around 11:30 a.m. 
Source: http://boston.cbslocal.com/2012/02/22/severed-cable-knocks-out-cell-phones-
two-faa-centers-near-boston/ 
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For more stories, see items 5, 6, and 32  
 
[Return to top]  

Postal and Shipping Sector 
 
See item 13  

 
[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

21. February 22, WMBF 32 Myrtle Beach – (South Carolina) Dead Dog Saloon owner 
says they’ll be back ‘bigger and better’. A popular Murrells Inlet, South Carolina 
restaurant and pub went up in flames February 22, but owners said they are already 
planning to rebuild and hope to be back in business by the summer. Officials with the 
Murrells Inlet - Garden City Fire Rescue (MIGSFR) said they were called to a fire at 
the Dead Dog Saloon. Crews from the Midway and Surfside fire departments also 
responded. The MIGSFR assistant chief said investigators believe the fire started on or 
underneath the back deck. He said flames quickly spread up the walls of the building, 
and into the attic. He added natural gas lines broke, accelerating the flames for a few 
minutes until firefighters shut off the gas. While officials said the kitchen is 
salvageable, they are considering the 6,000 square foot restaurant a “total loss.” 
Source: http://www.wmbfnews.com/story/16989638/crews-on-scene-of-dead-dog-
saloon-fire-in-murrells-inlet 

22. February 21, KXAS 5 Dallas-Fort Worth – (Texas) Cattle rustling on the rise in 
Texas. Ranchers in Texas have a new battle: cattle rustlers, KXAS 5 Dallas-Fort Worth 
reported February 21. Seventeen head were stolen the week of February 13 near 
Mansfield, the latest in a recent rash of cattle thefts from ranches in Johnson and Ellis 
counties in Texas. Eight mostly black cows branded with a turkey track on their left hip 
and nine unbranded calves were stolen from February 15-17. More than 30 head of 
cattle were stolen from the same area since the end of 2011, but that is only a fraction 
of those stolen each year across Texas. In 2010, 7,500 head across the state were stolen 
— triple the number just 3 years before. There is a $2,500 reward for one of the thefts, 
and Texas and the Southwest Cattle Ranchers Association’s Operation Cow Thief will 
add a $1,000 reward for information leading to arrest of the cattle rustlers. Convicted 
cattle rustlers can spend years in prison. 
Source: http://www.nbcdfw.com/news/local/Cattle-Rustling-on-the-Rise-in-Texas-
139882043.html 

23. February 20, Bellingham Herald – (Washington) Worker rescued from 90-foot silo 
as Darigold plant in Lynden burns. Firefighters using an aerial ladder truck rescued a 
Darigold worker who was trapped atop a 90-foot silo at the downtown Lynden, 
Washington milk plant as flames roared around him in a fire February 19. The fire 
chief of the Lynden Fire Department said the man was taken by ambulance to a 
hospital, where he was treated for smoke inhalation. The extent of damage to the 
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Darigold processing facility was unknown. A crew from North Whatcom Fire and 
Rescue’s Ladder 63 was the first due at the fire because Lynden’s recently purchased 
ladder truck was not yet in service. Nearly 30 firefighters were dispatched to the fire. It 
was the second time the weekend of February 18 firefighters were summoned to the 
plant. Although the cause of the second fire could not be determined pending an 
investigation, the fire chief said flames apparently spread to a building near the silo 
from a fire February 18, in a 20- by 30-foot dryer where milk is turned into powder. 
That fire was thought to have been extinguished. 
Source: http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2012/02/19/2401333/worker-rescued-from-
90-foot-solo.html 

For another story, see item 24  
 
[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

24. February 23, Pueblo Chieftan – (Colorado) San Luis under boil order. Residents in 
San Luis, Colorado were boiling their tap water after testing found E. coli bacteria 
February 22. The Costilla County Public Health director said there had been no reports 
of any illness related to the contamination. The contamination was discovered by 
routine monthly testing of the San Luis Water and Sanitation District’s supply. The 
district supplies unchlorinated drinking water to the town of 629 from groundwater 
wells. The lead drinking water engineer with the Colorado Department of Public Health 
and Environment said officials with the sanitation district and the state health 
department would have a conference call February 23 to discuss a disinfection plan. 
The order calls for residents to use bottled water or bring their tap water to a boil before 
using it to drink, prepare food, wash dishes, or brush teeth. The town of San Luis also 
had purchased bottled water for the elderly or those unable to buy supplies. The 
contamination also forced schools and restaurants to close their doors. 
Source: http://www.chieftain.com/news/local/san-luis-residents-told-to-boil-water-
after-e-coli/article_89203e98-5db2-11e1-8f52-001871e3ce6c.html 

25. February 22, San Antonio Express-News – (Texas) Rain brings sewer spills. The San 
Antonio Water System (SAWS) is looking for the cause of two sewer spills of more 
than 100,000 gallons each that started with rain over the weekend of February 18, and 
were contained February 21. The SAWS is inspecting the pipes “up stream” from the 
manhole covers where the spills occurred to look for breaks, according to a utility 
spokesperson. The first spill was reported on San Antonio’s north side near Salado 
Creek. The second spill occurred on the west side near Donaldson Avenue. The SAWS 
is under scrutiny by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for the high number of 
sewer spills it has had and it could be required to have a massive $1 billion overhaul 
and upgrade of its system if it is not able to reduce the number of spills and overflows. 
Source: http://www.mysanantonio.com/news/environment/article/Rain-brings-sewer-
spills-3351797.php 

For more stories, see items 4, 7, and 43  
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[Return to top]  

Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

26. February 23, Associated Press – (Connecticut) Connecticut hospital worker shoots 
supervisors following dispute: police. A New Britain, Connecticut hospital 
maintenance worker shot and wounded two of his supervisors February 22 in a dispute 
over a disciplinary issue, police said. The suspect was arrested without incident at his 
house within a mile from the hospital and an hour of the shooting. The two victims 
were in serious but stable condition at a Hartford hospital. The shootings took place at 
the 200-bed Hospital for Special Care, a private nonprofit facility specializing in 
rehabilitation and long-term acute care. A helicopter with a search light flew over the 
hospital, which was surrounded by police cars and ambulances. SWAT teams with 
rifles walked along the streets outside the building in New Britain. No further details 
about the dispute were immediately available. Officials said the two victims were 
specifically targeted and that a handgun was recovered. 
Source: 
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/ct_hospital_worker_shoots_supervisors_xhLEvbu
uGcqr1vHnys42OP 

27. February 22, WTVR 6 Richmond – (Virginia) VA Hospital shooting victim, suspect 
were neighbors. The fatal shooting at the McGuire Veterans Medical Center in 
Richmond, Virginia February 22 allegedly involved a custodial worker there from 
Blackstone who inexplicably fired a pistol at a neighbor he had brought there for a 
regular cancer treatment, his girlfriend told WTVR 6 Richmond. An Army veteran 
receiving cancer treatments was struck in the head and the eye during the shooting on 
the parking lot outside of the vast South Richmond facility. He was taken to a hospital 
where he died 14 hours later. State troopers stopped the custodial worker at the wheel 
of the blue pickup they had been riding in shortly after the shooting. On his lap was a 
revolver holding two bullets and three spent cartridges, according to the U.S. attorney’s 
office. His live-in girlfriend, who works as a nurse’s aide at the VA, is the victim’s first 
cousin. There had been no friction between the two men, the girlfriend said. No fight in 
the truck on the way there, or after they arrived. There was only the briefest warning. 
She said the custodial worker said something like,”‘I’m not going to be here anymore,” 
and then shots rang out. Because the shooting happened on federal property, the FBI is 
investigating. 
Source: http://www.wtvr.com/news/wtvr-va-hospital-shooting-victim-suspect-were-
neighbors-20120222,0,2292465.story 

28. February 22, Siskiyou Daily News – (California) Man with gun arrested outside 
Fairchild Medical Center. A Yreka, California man was arrested February 20 in the 
parking lot of Fairchild Medical Center in Yreka on a felony charge of carrying a 
loaded and concealed firearm, the Yreka Police Department (YPD) reported. YPD 
officers responded to the hospital after a citizen reported he witnessed two people 
having an altercation in a parked car in the parking lot. When the officer arrived, he 
saw two people in a car fighting over a gun. The officer pulled his gun, ordered the 
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people to put the gun down, and then apprehended the Yreka man. The other person in 
the vehicle was not arrested, and was attempting to help the suspect by transporting him 
to the hospital to seek immediate mental health services. 
Source: http://www.siskiyoudaily.com/news/x248721127/Man-with-gun-arrested 

29. February 22, KOB 4 Albuquerque – (New Mexico) Diarrhea outbreak at ABQ 
hospital. Twenty-six patients and hospital staff within the skilled nursing facility at 
Presbyterian Kaseman Hospital in Albuquerque, New Mexico, were treated for 
diarrhea, vomiting, nausea, and other stomach related illnesses that started February 20 
and continued to February 22 when four new cases emerged, KOB 4 news reported. 
The skilled nursing facility was closed while the infection control team and city and 
state epidemiologists investigated the root of the outbreak. The hospital has isolated 
these patients to prevent further spread, and the infected employees were sent home for 
72 hours. All other areas of Kaseman were open. The hospital system does not believe 
the virus spread beyond the skilled nursing facility. 
Source: http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2508084.shtml?cat=500 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

30. February 23, Associated Press – (Washington) 8-year-old in critical condition after 
shooting at Washington school. Police said a girl critically wounded by a gunshot at 
her elementary school in Bremerton, Washington, apparently was shot accidentally. A 
Bremerton, Washington police lieutenant said a gun brought to the school February 22 
discharged while still in a third-grade boy’s backpack. The police lieutenant said the 
bullet hit the nearby girl. The injured third-grader was airlifted to a hospital, where she 
underwent surgery so doctors could assess her injuries, a hospital spokeswoman said. 
The lieutenant said the student who brought the gun to Armin Jahr Elementary was 
booked into juvenile detention for investigation of unlawful possession of a gun, 
bringing a dangerous weapon to school, and third-degree assault. Police are trying to 
determine how the child got the gun. The school went into lockdown immediately after 
the shooting, said a Bremerton Schools spokeswoman. 
Source: http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/02/22/student-injured-after-shooting-at-
washington-school/ 

31. February 23, CBS News; Associated Press – (National) Suspicious powder sent to 
more Senate offices. Several more U.S. Senate state offices received “threatening mail 
containing a suspicious powdery substance” though the messages were found to be 
harmless, the Senate Sergeant-at-Arms told CBS News February 23. The latest 
incidents follow a string of similar mailings to congressional offices outside 
Washington, D.C. and media organizations February 22 that also proved to be 
harmless, according to authorities. The Sergeant-at-Arms said “it is clear that the 
person sending these letters is organized and committed, and the potential to do harm 
remains very real.” Letters were also sent to several media organizations, including to 
some Comedy Central comedians. The author told the comedians he would send letters 
to all 100 senators and 10 percent of them would contain “lethal pathogens,” an official 
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told CBS News. The letters delivered February 22 were postmarked Portland, Oregon. 
The Portland return address on the letters appeared to be phony. 
Source: http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-250_162-57383520/suspicious-powder-sent-to-
more-senate-offices/ 

32. February 23, WXIA 11 Atlanta – (Georgia) 1 dead, 5 schools closed in wake of 
tornado. Several schools were closed, homes damaged, and electricity cut off in Rome, 
Georgia, February 23 after severe weather the night of February 22. A county 
spokesperson said damage from the storms made it too dangerous for buses to travel 
along several roads. The storms left more than 2,000 northwest Georgia residents 
without power. Georgia Power said about 1,650 Floyd County customers were still 
without power as of 5 a.m. February 23. Up to 100 homes also suffered damage, 
according to the Floyd County Emergency Management Agency director. He said a 
team from the National Weather Service surveyed the damage and determined that it 
was caused by an EF1 tornado. 
Source: http://rome.11alive.com/news/news/103848-floyd-1-dead-5-schools-closed-
wake-tornado 

33. February 23, Associated Press – (California) 7 Marines killed in collision of 2 
helicopters in Calif. desert during night training exercise. Two military helicopters 
collided over the California desert during nighttime training exercises, killing seven 
U.S. Marines in the latest of several similar accidents in the area. The service members 
with the 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing were based at Camp Pendleton north of San Diego, 
a Lieutenant with Miramar Air Base in California said February 23. The crash 
happened February 22 and involved an AH-1W Cobra that carried two crew members 
and a UH-1 Huey utility helicopter carrying the other five. The aircraft collided in a 
remote portion of the Yuma Training Range Complex on the California side of the 
Chocolate Mountains close to the Arizona border, she said. The exact location had not 
been confirmed. The desert area is favored by the U.S. military and its allies for 
training because the hot, dusty conditions and craggy mountains replicate 
Afghanistan’s harsh environment, and the clear weather allows for constant flying. 
Several accidents have happened in the past year involving Marine training in Southern 
California. 
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/2-military-helicopters-collide-while-
training-in-southeast-california-casualties-
unclear/2012/02/23/gIQA8J7FVR_story.html?tid=pm_national_pop 

For more stories, see items 24 and 27  
 
[Return to top]  

Emergency Services Sector 

34. February 23, Associated Press – (Kentucky) Mercer County man indicted, 
emergency communications tower shot up near his home. A Mercer County, 
Kentucky grand jury has indicted a man after shots were fired into emergency 
communications equipment, the Associated Press reported February 23. A 
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communications dish and related equipment atop a 200-foot tower was damaged by 
gunfire a few years ago and again in November 2011, according to the indictment, cited 
by The Advocate-Messenger of Danville. The grand jury charged the man, who lives 
near the tower, with two counts of first-degree criminal mischief. Authorities said 
repairs will cost several thousand dollars. The equipment carries emergency 
information from a number of agencies, including the Kentucky State Police, and the 
National Weather Service. 
Source: 
http://www.therepublic.com/view/story/66677993415e429794c34c27692cf717/KY--
Communications-Equipment-Shot/ 

35. February 22, KPTV 12 Portland – (Oregon; Arizona) Portland man investigated for 
threats against AZ sheriff. A Portland, Oregon man at the center of an FBI cyber 
crime raid is being investigated February 20, for reportedly threatening the life of an 
Arizona sheriff. Maricopa County investigators said the man is behind threats made to 
the Arizona sheriff on the blog TargetingCops.blogspot.com. Arizona authorities 
learned of the Web site, which celebrates the killing of police officers, in January. It 
has since been shut down. February 21 court documents outlined details about the blog, 
which investigators said they traced to the suspect. FBI agents raided the suspect’s 
home February 20 and seized evidence. The suspect has not been arrested and remains 
out of custody. The FBI will review the items seized from the home before deciding to 
file charges. FBI officials said it will take weeks to sort through the volume of data 
found during the search. 
Source: http://www.kptv.com/story/16987008/portland-man-investigated-for-threats-
against-az-sheriff 

[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

36. February 22, Threatpost – (International) Waves of attacks target Adobe Reader bug 
from 2010. A recent string of attacks has been discovered targeting an Adobe 
vulnerability from 2010. The vulnerability is a flaw in Reader and Acrobat that can be 
exploited remotely. At the time of the first reports about the CVE-2010-0188 bug, there 
were active attacks against it and exploit code was circulating online. However, the 
situation did not involve widespread attacks. Also, the vulnerability has been patched 
for a long time now. Still, researchers at Symantec found there are attacks ongoing 
against the bug, which affects Reader and Acrobat on all of the major platforms. The 
attacks involve highly obfuscated JavaScript, and the end result is that once the 
resultant shell code is on the victim’s machine, it attempts to download a malicious 
executable from a remote server. The attacks against this bug have been coming in 
waves for the last month or so, and Symantec researchers said the company has seen 
more than 10,000 such attacks in just the last few weeks. 
Source: http://threatpost.com/en_us/blogs/waves-attacks-target-adobe-reader-bug-
2010-022212 

For more stories, see items 20 and 37  
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Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Web site: http://www.us-cert.gov 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Web site: https://www.it-isac.org  

 
[Return to top]  

Communications Sector 

37. February 22, Computerworld – (International) Feds request DNS Changer extension 
to keep 400K users online. Officials with the U.S. government asked a New York 
judge to extend an impending deadline that could sever ties to the Internet for hundreds 
of thousands of users infected with the “DNS Changer” malware, Computerworld 
reported February 22. DNS Changer, which at its peak was installed on more than 4 
million Windows PCs and Macs worldwide — a quarter of them in the United States — 
was the target of a major takedown November 2011 organized by the U.S. Department 
of Justice. As part of “Operation Ghost Click,” the FBI seized more than 100 servers 
hosted at U.S. data centers. To replace those servers — and allow infected computers to 
use the Internet — a federal judge approved a plan where substitute DNS servers were 
deployed by the Internet Systems Consortium (ISC), the non-profit group that 
maintains the popular BIND DNS open-source software. Without that move, DNS 
Changer-infected systems would have been immediately cut off from the Internet. The 
week of February 13, authorities filed a request with a federal court asking that the 
replacement servers operate until July 9. Previously, a judge said the ISC must pull the 
plug on the stand-in servers March 8, which was thought to leave sufficient time for 
consumers, enterprises, and Internet service providers to scrub systems of the malware 
and restore valid DNS settings. According to the extension request, the substitute DNS 
servers were keeping an average of 430,000 unique IP addresses connected to the Web 
in January 2012. The FBI also needs additional time to finish notifying victims in 
foreign countries, the filing said. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9224491/Feds_request_DNS_Changer_extens
ion_to_keep_400K_users_online?taxonomyId=17 

For more stories, see items 20 and 34  
 
[Return to top]  

Commercial Facilities Sector 

38. February 23, Associated Press – (Delaware) Curfew imposed at Laurel apartment 
complex. An emergency curfew was imposed at an apartment complex in Laurel, 
Delaware, that has seen a rise in violence in recent months, the Associated Press 
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reported February 23. The mayor and town council imposed the curfew at the Carvel 
Gardens apartment complex and annex to keep nonresidents out from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. 
The curfew took effect February 22. Police said anyone caught loitering outside will be 
arrested. The town’s mayor said the curfew will end when conditions improve. 
Municipal officials decided to act after a shooting that left one person injured and cars 
in the parking lot riddled with bullet holes. 
Source: 
http://www.postcrescent.com/usatoday/article/38641995?odyssey=mod|newswell|text|F
RONTPAGE|s 

39. February 23, Detroit News – (Michigan) Four injured in Walled Lake apartment 
explosion. Four people were seriously injured February 23 in an explosion and fire at 
an apartment complex in Walled Lake, Michigan. According to the Walled Lake police 
chief, officers that responded found four victims with extensive burns. They also 
reported heavy damage to the apartment complex. According to a Walled Lake fire 
captain, four of the eight brick- and vinyl-sided units were destroyed by the explosion, 
which also damaged many cars in the parking lot. He said it could take days or weeks 
to determine the cause of the explosion. 
Source: http://www.detroitnews.com/article/20120223/METRO02/202230433/Four-
injured-Walled-Lake-apartment-explosion?odyssey=tab|topnews|text|FRONTPAGE 

40. February 23, KENS 5 San Antonio – (Texas) SAPD: Shooters take pot-shots at 
Fredericksburg Rd. businesses. Several businesses on Fredericksburg Road in San 
Antonio suffered broken windows February 22 after unknown individuals shot 
projectiles at them. According to authorities, the shooters targeted two restaurants, a 
barber shop, and an office building. Police were not yet sure if a firearm, a pellet gun, 
or a slingshot caused the damage. Some business owners said this was not the first time 
Fredericksburg Road has been the target of the same type of vandalism. Balcones 
Heights Police said they also responded to another shooting at a restaurant, on 
Fredericksburg, later that night. Officials said a customer inside was actually hit, but 
was expected to be fine. 
Source: http://www.kens5.com/home/SAPD-Shooters-take-pot-shots-along-
Fredericksburg-Road-140057843.html 

41. February 22, KNTV 13 Las Vegas – (Nevada) Mosques throughout valley put on 
alert after fire. A fire destroyed an Islamic mortuary that was still under construction 
in Las Vegas, February 22, and the incident is being treated as suspicious. About 60 
firefighters from multiple agencies worked to put out the massive blaze. In response, 
police put mosques around the area on high alert. The FBI and Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives are involved in the case because of the site’s 
religious connection. Police said it was too early to call the fire a hate crime, but they 
confirmed that it seemed suspicious. 
Source: http://www.ktnv.com/news/local/140114333.html 

42. February 22, Associated Press – (Virginia) 2 shot, 1 dead at Va. Wal-Mart 
distribution center. An employee of a Wal-Mart Stores Inc. distribution center near 
Dinwiddie, Virginia, shot and wounded his manager February 22, then killed himself as 
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deputies approached him, authorities said. The Dinwiddie County sheriff said deputies 
who were summoned to the center encountered a 32-year-old man outside the entrance. 
When deputies approached, he shot at them with a handgun, then fatally shot himself in 
the chest. The motive for the shooting was not immediately known. County school 
officials had locked down Sutherland Elementary School as a precaution, and lifted it 
later in the afternoon. 
Source: http://www.kmph.com/story/16994074/2-shot-at-wal-mart-distribution-center-
in-virginia 

For another story, see item 31  
 
[Return to top]  

National Monuments and Icons Sector 

43. February 22, Albany Times Union – (New York) Dock maker faces $82,000 state 
fine. A Hamilton County, New York dock manufacturer faced an $82,000 state fine for 
allegedly polluting its site with chemicals and other wastes, and for dumping debris in a 
forever-wild state forest preserve, the Albany Times Union reported February 22. 
Technidock Inc. was hit with a series of violations in a January 6 letter from the New 
York Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC). The violations stemmed from 
inspections of the facility by DEC in September and October 2011. It allegedly 
disposed of “trash, debris, metal, tires, lumber, and other solid waste” within the Ferris 
Lake Wild Forest, used floor drains in its manufacturing building to dispose of 
aluminum-polishing chemicals directly into the ground, failed to report a spill of diesel 
fuel, and had potentially leaky petroleum storage tanks, according to the violations 
notice. 
Source: http://www.timesunion.com/business/article/Dock-maker-faces-82-000-state-
fine-3353963.php 

[Return to top]  

Dams Sector 

44. February 23, Augusta Chronicle – (Georgia; South Carolina) Repairs to Thurmond 
Dam floodgates to end by August, cost more. Workers have completed maintenance 
and repairs to 14 of 23 spillway gates on the Thurmond Dam near Augusta, Georgia, in 
a project that could take a few months longer and cost more than anticipated, the 
Augusta Chronicle reported February 23. In addition to Highway 221 improvements 
above the dam, the project addresses corrosion and rust on the lifting mechanisms in 
some of the gates, raising the cost to $5.5 million. It later increased again to $6.2 
million. The current contract calls for completion in August. Because of the 
construction, Thurmond Lake levels were to be kept 2 feet below full pool – at 328 feet 
above sea level instead of the 330-foot level. However, because of extended drought, 
the reservoir has remained lower than usual in recent months and was at 321.92 feet 
February 22. The lake normally fills to its full pool of 330 feet by mid-April, but the 
newest U.S. Army Corps of Engineers projections foresee the lake remaining between 
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322 and 323 feet through early May, unless large amounts of rain fall. 
Source: http://chronicle.augusta.com/news/government/2012-02-22/repairs-thurmond-
dam-floodgates-end-august-cost-more?v=1329947838 

45. February 23, KIFI 8 Idaho Falls – (Idaho) Flood waters move downstream in 
Bonneville County. Hundreds of volunteers, anchored by Ammon firefighters battled 
February 22 and 23 to hold back flood waters along a canal in Bonneville County, 
Idaho. County authorities said the flooding affected the area along the Ammon 
foothills. Volunteers filled and placed more than 2,000 sandbags to help protect homes 
in the affected areas. Jefferson County agreed to supply another 5,000 sandbags to help 
in the effort February 23 while crews were working to locate canal blockages that may 
have contributed to the flooding. As many as a dozen homes sustained damage. At least 
2 recorded between 18 and 24 inches of water in basement rooms where floodwater 
broke through windows. High winds also caused thousands of dollars in damage 
throughout the region, uprooting large trees, damaging playground equipment, fences, 
and roofs. High winds and warm temperatures that contributed to the flooding were 
expected to subside February 23. 
Source: http://www.localnews8.com/weather/30522697/detail.html 

46. February 22, Auburn Reporter – (Washington) Corps of Engineers deploys flood 
teams along Green, White rivers. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle 
District, deployed flood spotters to the Green and White rivers in Washington state 
February 22 while the Corps’ emergency operations center and reservoir control center 
also began 24-hour operations. Due to changes in the National Weather Service’s 
forecast, the Corps began increasing outflows at Mud Mountain Dam from 5,000 to 
6,000 cubic feet per second (cfs). Outflow from Howard Hanson Dam is 8,000 cfs, 
keeping the flow at Auburn near 10,000 cfs. To better understand how these increased 
flow rates might affect residents in areas where channel capacity might have changed, 
the Corps deployed spotters to the White River Basin and along the Green River. The 
spotters monitor river conditions and levee-system integrity and provide information to 
the Seattle District’s reservoir control and emergency operations centers. 
Source: http://www.auburn-reporter.com/news/140038763.html 
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